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Abstract
Circadian clocks are ubiquitous biological timing systems that drive roughly 24 rhythms of our behavior (e.g., sleep/wake, feeding/fasting cycles)
and physiology (e.g., metabolism, hormonal system, immune functions) through daily adjustments to environmental day and night cycles. Besides
the rhythmic regulation of physiological processes, the circadian clockwork has been increasingly recognized to determine the daily variation in
pathological symptoms and severity, particularly in autoimmune diseases including Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). RA is a chronic inflammatory disease
caused by the body’s immune system attacking its own tissues and joints, resulting in major symptoms such as joint pain and stiffness. In most RA
patients, the autoimmune symptoms are pronounced in the morning and are mediated by circadian rhythms of leukocyte recruitment to inflamed
tissues, release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-6, TNF-α), and immune-modulatory hormone levels (e.g., glucocorticoid, melatonin). With the
growing knowledge of the circadian etiology of RA clinical symptoms, here, we will briefly discuss recently established chronotherapeutic concepts
as well as approaches to improve outcomes of RA treatment.
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Introduction
Circadian clocks are cell-autonomous timing systems that
generate roughly 24-hour periodic rhythms that are conserved in
nearly all life from unicellular organisms to humans. These internal
timing systems integrate with diverse environmental (e.g., light)
and metabolic (e.g., food intake) stimuli to regulate biological
activities, including sleep/wake, feeding times, energy metabolism,
and hormonal and immune functions [1]. Disturbances of these
rhythms caused by sleep deprivation, mistimed eating, or chronic
jet lag are closely associated with the development of obesity,
diabetes, and cancer, as well as allergic and immunological diseases
[2-4]. Beyond the circadian regulation of physiology, clinical studies
indicate that multiple diseases exhibit time of day variations in
symptoms and severity [5]. In particular, autoimmune diseases,
such as Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), exhibit higher severity in
the morning than at night in most patients [6,7]. According to
animal and human model studies, hyper-morning inflammatory

symptoms are associated with night (inactive phase) synthesis
and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, as
well as the nocturnal rise of immune cell trafficking, proliferation,
and phagocytosis at the site of inflammation [7]. Such chronic
inflammatory conditions in RA severely compromise the nighttime
availability of endogenous anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid,
and, conversely, increase the pro-inflammatory melatonin
hormone level, which contributes to disease severity [8]. Thus
far, experimental and clinical evidence has shown that daily
administration of exogenous glucocorticoids or anti-inflammatory
drugs (e.g., NSAIDs, methotrexate) at bedtime is more effective than
in the morning for the prevention and treatment of morning RA
clinical symptoms [7,9]. In this short review, we will briefly discuss
further details regarding the link between circadian rhythms
and RA, highlighting treatment strategies that exploit chrono
pathophysiologic mechanisms.
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The Circadian Clock and the Immune System
In all living organisms, the basic biological timing unit is the cell.
In mammals, including humans, circadian rhythms are primarily
driven by a cell-autonomous molecular feedback mechanism in which
the circadian transcriptional activators aryl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator-like (BMAL1) and circadian locomotor output
cycles kaput (CLOCK) cyclically activate the expression of their own
repressors Period (PER)/Cryptochrome (CRY) [10]. The core clock
machinery is mobilized to reset cellular rhythms upon intrinsic
and extrinsic stimuli, involving multiple post-translational (e.g.,
phosphorylation, sumoylation) and metabolic (e.g., Ca2+, cAMP)
signaling pathways [11-14]. Systemically, multi-stimuli responsive
oscillators in neurons and fibroblasts are tightly coupled to form the
brain and peripheral organ clock systems, which, in turn, constitute
a body-wide circadian network with adaptive synchronous capacity
for environmental entrainment of rhythmic behaviors (e.g., sleep/
wake and feed/fast cycles) and physiology (e.g., temperature, blood
pressure, metabolism, immune functions [1]. In particular, the
hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), a central circadian

pacemaker in the brain, communicates retinal light input to
peripheral clock systems, thus mediating periodic synchronization
of internal body rhythms with external day and night cycles. For
example, the SCN coordinates the rhythmic peak secretion of
melatonin sleep hormone in the pineal gland at night as well as
glucocorticoid (cortisol in humans) stress hormone in the adrenal
glands in the morning via sympathetic innervations, thus ensuring
sleep/wake cycles [15]. Similarly, the SCN also conveys external
timing information to the immune system through endocrine
and autonomic pathways, such as local adrenergic innervation
of β2-adrenergic receptors (β2ARs) expressed on lymphocytes
[16]. Interactions between the circadian and immune systems
are bidirectional in that most immune cells contain the molecular
clocks that drive the rhythmic synthesis and release of immune
factors, which, in turn modulate the circadian phases of body clock
systems [17,18]. Mirroring the circadian-immune connection,
circadian disruptions, such as environmental desynchronization
(e.g., sleep deprivation, jet lag, mistimed feeding) and/or molecular
clock dysfunctions (e.g., host or immune cell-specific mutations of
core clock genes), lead to the dysregulation of immune responses
and inflammation that can further disrupt circadian rhythms
[2,19]. Consistent with these findings, increasing numbers of
epidemiological studies have reported that night shift workers,
transatlantic air travelers, and people with sleep disorders are at
greater risk of developing RA than controls [20-25].

Circadian Rhythms in Rheumatoid Arthritis

Accumulating evidence has shown that circadian clocks control
the timing of symptoms and severity of chronic inflammatory
diseases, including RA [2,26]. RA is a chronic, progressive
inflammatory disease with massive infiltration of inflammatory
cells into the synovium of multiple joints, causing major symptoms,
such as pain, inflammation, and stiffness. It has been well-
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documented that RA symptoms exhibit a nearly 24-hour circadian
rhythm, with maximum pain and stiffness in the early morning
[2,7]. These symptoms are associated with increased release of
pro-inflammatory cytokines (including TNF-α and IL-6) from
hyper-activated immune cells, such as macrophages, at night and
in the early morning, favoring edema and the accumulation of
synovial fluid that results in morning stiffness and swelling [6]. In
this regard, the daily anti-phasic fluctuation of circadian hormones,
such as the lowest level of anti-inflammatory cortisol and the
highest level of pro-inflammatory melatonin at night, contributes
to the morning RA symptoms. The elevated melatonin level at
night stimulates the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
including IFN-g, IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α, from immune-modulatory
cells [7]. This increase in cytokines promotes hepatic expression
of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, which converts cortisol, the
most potent endogenous anti-inflammatory hormone, into inactive
cortisone [6]. This conversion results in abnormal hyposecretion
of cortisol during the night, contributing to the presence of early
morning clinical joint symptoms in patients with RA [7]. Notably,
this vicious cycle appears to be further potentiated by a higher level
and earlier increase (at least 2 hours earlier than its normal peak
at 2 am) of melatonin in RA patients compared to control subjects,
probably due, in part, to the altered chronophysiology caused by
the chronic nature of RA [17,27,28]. Considering these findings,
the use of melatonin intended to induce sleep is not recommended
for people with RA or other inflammatory or autoimmune diseases
[23].

Circadian Treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis

Based on the circadian pathophysiology of RA symptoms,
timed administration of an exogenous glucocorticoid has been
widely implemented as the main treatment strategy for RA patients
to replenish the insufficient availability of the endogenous antiinflammatory hormone at night [2,7,9]. Indeed, several clinical
studies have shown that treatment with glucocorticoids late at
night is more effective at relieving or preventing morning symptoms
in RA patients because it inhibits nocturnal increases in the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and TNF-α [6,8]. Earlier studies also
showed that a dose of prednisolone, a synthetic glucocorticoid,
at night (10pm-11 pm or 2 am) resulted in a significantly shorter
duration of morning stiffness than the same dose provided in the
morning (6 am-7 am) [29,30]. Furthermore, in subsequent CAPRA
(Circadian Administration of Prednisone in RA) clinical studies,
Modified-Release (MR) prednisone taken at night (administration
at 10 pm and release from the capsule after 4 h at 3-4 am) was
shown to be highly effective in abolishing the IL-6 morning peak,
with improvement in morning stiffness that was substantially
greater than what was observed with conventional immediaterelease prednisolone [31-33]. Similar to the glucocorticoid
chronotherapy results, Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs
(NSAIDs) taken at night have been reported to be more effective in
controlling morning signs and symptoms of RA than either morning
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or daytime dosing. For example, initial double-blind crossover
trials showed that flurbiprofen and indomethacin resulted in
improved morning symptoms for the bedtime dose group [34,35].
Subsequent studies using various modes of controlled-release
administration confirmed that several NSAIDs, such as ketoprofen
[36], indomethacin [37], aceclofenac [38], and lornoxicam [39],
were effective at relieving RA morning symptoms when taken at
bedtime. Disease-Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs (DMARDs),
such as methotrexate, have also been used as alternative RA cure
agents to benefit patients who experience RA disease progression
and joint damage despite conventional treatment with steroids and
NSAIDs. A previous study using arthritis animal models showed
that methotrexate exhibited the most efficient anti-inflammatory
effects when administered in phase with the 24 hours cycling of
TNF-α [40]. A subsequent study involving Japanese RA patients
confirmed that methotrexate administration three times weekly
at nighttime was more effective at reducing TNF-α levels and RA
symptoms compared to the conventional dosing protocol (a dose in
the morning and afternoon on day 1, and in the morning on day 2)
[41]. In line with these results, recent studies with arthritis animal
models showed that daily administration of low-dose methotrexate
was more effective than weekly administration according to the IL-6
circadian rhythm in reducing arthritis score as well as TNF-α, IL-6,
and C reactive protein (CRP) levels [42,43]. Overall, these findings
suggest that targeting circadian immune pathologic rhythms with
anti-rheumatic hormones and drugs could improve treatment
outcomes for those with RA.

Conclusion

In recent decades, extensive chronobiological studies have
increased our understanding of the circadian nature of the
physiology and pathology of immune systems. This has allowed
for the establishment of mechanism-based chronotherapeutic
interventions for autoimmune diseases, including RA. Along with
the progressive development of manipulatable drug-release
technologies, current anti-rheumatic treatment protocols with
glucocorticoids, NSAIDs, and DMARDs at bedtime have proven to
be more efficacious at improving morning RA symptoms, relative
to daytime dosing schemes, via preemptive prevention of the
nocturnal rise in pro-inflammatory immune activity (e.g., nightly
surge of cytokines). Beyond RA therapies, circadian mechanisms
of immunopathogenesis can be applied to the treatment of other
inflammatory diseases. For example, a recent clinical trial study
reported that dexamethasone (dex), a synthetic glucocorticoid,
reduced the death rate of critically ill Covid-19 patients by about
one-third, perhaps by suppressing hyperactive immune responses
in the lung, such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
caused by the viral infection [44]. Considering the success of
treating chronic autoimmune diseases with steroid chronotherapy,
it is reasonable to assume that nighttime glucocorticoid delivery
would likely be helpful in reducing the severe immunopathological
consequences (ex., cytokine storm) observed in patients with
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Covid-19 infection. Moreover, in future clinical studies, it would
be beneficial and important to take chronobiology into account for
improving the safety and efficacy of existing or novel therapeutic
interventions used for the management of RA and/or other
immune-related diseases.
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